VIEWPOINT
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Issue Number 130 - July 2017

From the President
Hello everybody
Welcome to this month’s Viewpoint. Our current membership stands at 266 members. For those of you who
are not a member of our club and wish to join, you are
most welcome to join us. Bear in mind that between 1st
July and 30th September each year, our membership fee
is reduced by 50% during this period. So it is a good time
to sign up your membership with us if you are considering it now. Details of how to join our club are all stated
in our club’s website.
Secondly, 2nd of August is our club’s AGM. As usual, all
positions will be vacant and open to the floor for all financial members to take up. The AGM notice will be
sent out to you early this month with the executives’ reports and minutes. Remember, this is your club and it
doesn’t run by itself, don’t leave it to the small group of
volunteers who dedicated a lot of their personal time
managing the club’s affair. This year, a couple of committee members will be stepping down from their position. If you wish to volunteer to help out in the committee, please speak to any of us in the management
committee or myself during the course of next 4 weeks.
We will be happy to discuss the details of the roles and
its responsibilities with you.

Castle Hill. The event will be held on the 16th - 17th September at the Federation Pavilion - Castle Hill Showground. Chris Hind and John Kilkeary will be managing
this event on behalf of our club. As the amount of work
in the preparation stage is huge, lots of preparation will
be needed for the event to run smoothly. If you wish to
help out in the working committee, please don’t hesitate to speak to Chris or myself.
Lastly as our club continues to grow in strength, many
members in our club have asked for assistance in their
photography. A member’s mentorship programme is
now in its planning stage and we hope to launch this
programme in the next 2 months once finalised. If any
of you wish to be a mentor or mentee, drop me an
email at president@chrslphotographyclub.org.
Until next month, happy snapping!

Regards
Jason Pang, FAPS
President

Thirdly, I am pleased to announce that our club will be
organising a regional photographic competition and exhibition in this year’s Orange Blossom Festival 2017 at
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June 2017 - Set Image of the Month - Digital
“Lightsaber Boy” by Rick Logan

Judge - Club Members
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June 2017 - Set Image of the Month - Print
“Where to from here?” by Karen O’Connor

Judge - Club Members
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June 2017 - Open Image of the Month - Digital
“Palouse falls - Washington” by Ian Walton

Judge - Club Members
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June 2017 - Open Image of the Month - Print
“Lest we forget” by Mary Elias

Judge - Club Members
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Meet your committee...
Dennis Furini

CHRSLPC Secretary

Please tell the readers something about your position in
the CHRSLPC committee;

How did you get into this role and
have you held other committee
positions?

How long have you been in the
CHRSL Photography Club Committee as Member Benefits

There was a vacancy and I decided
that I could make a contribution.
Also, my good friend Graham Gard
was joining the committee as VP.
We both joined the club together a
few years before.

I have been the Secretary for almost six years.

Obviously, it’s not the money so
Tell us a little about what your
what do you find rewarding in this
role entails and what responsibili- role?
ties as a Member Benefits CoordiWhile I am not much of a photognator are?
rapher, I enjoy the club. It was my
Preparing the agenda for the Man- way of contributing. I didn’t get a
agement Committee meetings and raise in pay last year, so I have dewrite up the minutes. At the
cided not to stand for re-election
meeting, keeping the President fo- at the next AGM. Happy to talk to
cussed on the agenda.
anyone who might be interested.
Also, the main contact point for
any correspondence. I also handle
TELL US A LITTLE ABOUT YOURall the room bookings, of which
SELF AS A PHOTOGRAPHER;
there are many.
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Tell us about how you first ventured into photography.

In my final year of primary school,
my best friend got hold of an old
Brownie Box Camera. We started
developing black & white photographs in his grandmother’s kitchen.
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What was your first camera, and
what do you use now
I think it was a Yashica 35mm. I
then added a Hanimex 35mm half
frame camera to take with me
when I went to NZ for 18 months.

For a young bloke it was great, 72
slides out of a roll of film at no extra cost. In 1969, I purchased my
first decent camera, a Minolta SRT
101 in Hong Kong. Same as our VP,
Roger King. Since then a few film
and digital cameras ending up with
a Canon 7D which I purchased
when I joined the club.
What would you like to achieve
with your photography?

Are you drawn to one specific
genre of photography and can
you tell us why?

share?

I was transferred to the Netherlands in the mid 70’s for work. I
Nothing, though numbers wise;
had recently purchased a whole
travel photography. During the
lot of darkroom equipment includ70’s and early 80’s I was happy to ing an enlarger. I agonised whethtake photographs for anyone who er to take the kit with me or not. I
was prepared to pay for a roll of
didn’t.
film and the developing. A lot of
When I arrived at the house that
shoots of family and friends who Philips provided me. I found in the
all thought I was pretty good. They attic a large darkroom with all the
obviously didn’t have the benefit lights, sinks, water etc, all that was
of seeing the images created by
missing was the kit I had left at
some of the members of the pho- home. I really enjoy taking phototography club. Also, there are
graphs on the many trips we have
many events that I got involved
had, including South America, Chiwith over the years and ended up na, Africa, Europe etc.
being the photographer.

Do you have any other interests
Do you have a favourite photogra- outside of photography?
pher/s whose work you admire
In no particular order; travel, comand why?
puters, cooking, Probus, GrandIn the club, there are many I adkids, catching up with old friends,
mire, unfortunately I don’t have
politics, yearly Ensemble Theatre
the patience, particularly in post- subscription with a group of
Tell us about how you first came production that many of the club
friends, Secretary to the Board of
to CHRSL PC and what the club
members exhibit. I also have a
a Foundation that provides scholmeans to you?
number of Ken Duncan prints on arship in excess $5 million each
I joined with two mates, Graham the wall at home, along with An- year for young people to study
Gard & Bill Porteous, a year after I sell Adams’ Mount Williamson
computing at University.
retired. We all enjoyed taking
photographs and thought we
Do you have a photographic
could hone our skills. I still have a
‘moment/adventure’ you could
long way to go.
I would like to be better organised
with thousands of photographs I
have taken over the years. And
finally, to put some entries in the
competition.
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Have you had a special event that you have photographed and what made it stand out?

Are there any comments you would like to add or anything else you would like to tell us about yourself?

I was the photographer at my best mates 21st. It was
well into the evening when I realised that there was
no film in the camera.

I think my average award in our competition night will
take some beating. Some years ago, I put my first and
last entry into the club competition. Des Crawley gave
me a merit. When I went to thank him, his response
was “it’s all downhill from here son” So to protect my
Can you tell us one thing we don’t know about you? 100% average merit score, I have not entered a comOne of the hobbies I had years ago was magic. About petition since.
10 years ago I hung up the wand. The problem with
magic is in the definition. “The amateur magician is
always finding new TRICKS for his AUDIENCE. The professional magician is always finding new AUDIENCES
for his TRICK”.
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Assorted “Kimberly Coast” images provided by Dennis Furini
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CHRSLPC PHOTOGRAPHY CO

Chris Hind and John Kilkeary have reported significant progress towards the staging of this
year’s Photography Competition and Exhibition at the OBF to be staged at the Castle Hill Show-

ground on the weekend of 16 <> 17 September.
Thanks to the earlier requests for volunteer’s, club members Robyn and William Stewart, Catriona O’Brien, Greg Worner and Owen Farrell have agreed to take on key roles. As a consequence,
much of the infrastructure to support this event is now in place but a lot more needs to be
done.
MORE VOLUNTEERS
To ensure the success of this event and to showcase our club to the community, volunteers are
needed to assist with the setting up and staging of this event from 14 <> 18 September.
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OMPETITION AND EXHIBITION

This is a wonderful opportunity to get to know and work with other club members and there is a
role for you: assist with the receipt and recording of entries, transportation, setting up display
stands, assisting with the judging and display of exhibits, acting as stewards during the public display and more.
AND WAIT THERE IS MORE.
Paul Sweatman, Member Benefits Coordinator, has secured a major prize to encourage print entries for this event.
SO HOW TO HELP AND BECOME A VOLUNTEER
Simple, just give Chris or John a call or send them an SMS.

Chris Hind - 0407 774 422
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John Kilkeary - 0408 610 365
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Axholme vs Castle Hill
Inter-Club Competition Results for May 2017
Congratulations to all who
entered into the

Axholme vs Castle Hill
Competition

Our members have done
us proud once again with
Castle Hill winning the
competition!
Due to newsletter size limitations
we can only display the Top 10 images from each subject matter;
•

Set subject - “Everything Old”

•

Open subject

Images are displayed by “Image
Total”, see adjoining table left.
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Axholme Competition - Set Image
“Night Train” by Guy Myers

Club - Axholme
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1st Place

Score - 29/30
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Axholme Competition - Set Image
“Barella Horse Team” by William Stewart

Club - Castle Hill
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Score - 27/30
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Axholme Competition - Set Image
“Womens Work Is Never Done” by Dina Gialouris

Club - Castle Hill
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Score - 25/30
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Axholme Competition - Set Image
“Australian Light Horseman Sepia” by Monica Mulder

Club - Castle Hill
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Score - 25/30
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Axholme Competition - Set Image
“Old Lady” by Geoff Higgins

Club - Castle Hill
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Score - 25/30
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Axholme Competition - Set Image
“Historic Empire Hotel” by Koen van den Beld

Club - Castle Hill
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Score - 24/30
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Axholme Competition - Set Image
“Seaton Farm” by Bruce Armour

Club - Castle Hill
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Score - 24/30
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Axholme Competition - Set Image
“What did you do in the war” by Alan Keen

Club - Axholme
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Score - 23/30
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Axholme Competition - Set Image
“Cobb n Co” by Rick Logan

Club - Castle Hill
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Score - 23/30
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Axholme Competition - Set Image
“My Beloved Mum” by Dina Gialouris

Club - Castle Hill
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Score - 23/30
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Axholme Competition - Open Image
“The Heart” by Les Harvey

Club - Castle Hill
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1st Place

Score - 29/30
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Axholme Competition - Open Image
“Free Climb” by Elsa Marchenay

Club - Castle Hill
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Score - 28/30
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Axholme Competition - Open Image
“Vietnam Lady” by Geoff Higgins

Club - Castle Hill
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Score - 28/30
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Axholme Competition - Open Image
“Smoking Cowboy” by George Fiddler

Club - Axholme
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Score - 27/30
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Axholme Competition - Open Image
“I Only Went For A Dip” by Jean Goodburne

Club - Axholme
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Score - 26/30
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Axholme Competition - Open Image
“Freedom” by Ruth Garbutt

Club - Castle Hill
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Score - 26/30
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Axholme Competition - Open Image
“Two Foot High Club” by Rob Brear

Club - Castle Hill
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Score - 26/30
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Axholme Competition - Open Image
“Eastern Spinebill” by Maria Brear

Club - Castle Hill
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Score - 25/30
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Axholme Competition - Open Image
“Snow Monkey” by Jason Pang

Club - Castle Hill
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Score - 25/30
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Axholme Competition - Open Image
“Wild Sparrowhawk With Prey” by Irvan Kaye

Club - Axholme
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Score - 24/30
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Social Club

Members Voting Result

Light Painting Outing

First place image “Model “ by Tom Brassil
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Members voting results from our Light painting outing for April.
We had a large number of members turn up for our Light Painting outing, held at Kissing point.
Equipment ranged from Steel Wool, light sticks in various configurations and LED balls for orb spinning. A combination of these items gave
some interesting images. Various members assisted with using the various items and providing technical advice on camera settings.
Some great images were presented for the Member Voting and I for one was amazed at the diversity believing the set up on the night
would not lead to diverse images.

The members voting gave some interesting images with very close scoring overall, with Tom Brassil receiving First place with his image
Model

Coming in second was this image “Light painting JC1” by Jim Chew
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Two members scored equal third being;

“LightPainting RD1”
by Robert Dechnik

Jim Kasif’s image
“Light Painting”
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Other great images in order of award were;

“Interlock”
by Tom Brassil

“Swish” by
James Watkins
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“Light Painting”

by Jim Kasif

“Lightpainting RD2”
by Robert Dechnik
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“Light Sabre

Waterscape”
by James Watkins

“LightPaint 02”
by Paul Sweatman
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“Light painting JC2” by
Jim Chew

“LightPaint01” by
Paul Sweatman

It was good to see some creative work in both Camera and Post for this competition.
Article by Tom Brassill
Viewpoint - July 2017 - Issue No: 130
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Introduction
Ask yourself these questions;
•

Do your FLASH photos have red eyes with shiny foreheads and noses?

•

Do your FLASH photos look flat and featureless?

•

Are your FLASH photos consistently over or under exposed?

•

Do you wish you could take better FLASH photos?

If you answered YES then read on as we try to explain how to best setup the camera and flash, and show you a few
tricks on how to get the most out of your expensive and seemingly complicated flash unit.
Whilst we use some Nikon terminology the explanations are generic to suit most camera makes and models. This
tutorial is for off-camera flash units (not popup camera flashes). We explain the basics of how cameras and flashes
function together because some flash principles differ to normal photography, so stick with us as it gets more interesting and complicated.

Where and Why would you use a flash?
Primarily you need a flash if the ambient light is too dark to light the subject, or if it is night time, or you are indoors,
however here are many other useful and creative ways you can use a flash to improve image quality.
•

As a fill flash to overcome shadows or harsh sunlight

•

As flash fill for backlit subjects

•

As backlighting to give a rim lighting effect

•

To freeze sporting action

•

For rapid burst flash action shots

•

To include or exclude backgrounds in the image

•

To change the flash colour by adding gels for colour correction or effects.

The Flash Output Power
Viewpoint - July 2017 - Issue No: 130
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Flash units use batteries to recharge the flash light after every exposure, the recharge time can vary from micro seconds up to 3-4 seconds depending on the flash output power you have selected and the battery strength. The flash
output power can be determined by the camera, or set manually by you. The power levels range from full power
(1/1) to 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 up to 1/128 power. Changing the flash output power depends on the exposure conditions you
require, or the flash recycle time you need.
The less flash power you use, the faster the flash recycle time the more flash photos you can take within a limited
time period.

At full power the flash could take 3-4 seconds to recharge, at ½ power the recharge time is halved, at 1/128 flash
output power the recharge time is negligible therefore it is possible to take continual photos without the flash having
to recharge. Knowing this is a useful tip for high speed flash synchronisation shots which is explained later.

Reducing the flash output power does not reduce the light intensity, it reduces the light duration and how long it
takes for the flash unit to recharge to full power. As an example, if you turn on a house light for 10 seconds or 30
seconds the light intensity is always the same, it is just the duration the light is on that varies.

Light Intensity versus Distance
The “Inverse Square Law for Lighting” states; light falls off quickly depending how far the subject is from the light
source.
The facts about using FLASH in relation to the Inverse Square Law are;
•

The closer the flash to the subject the more light is available,

•

The light falls-off rapidly at the beginning,

•

The light fall-off rate slows as you get further away.

In this diagram, the Flash light source at a distance of 1 metre will emit 1 square metre of light. At a distance of 2
metres that same amount of light will cover 4 square metres, so, the light intensity is reduced to 1/4 power. At a distance of 4 metres the flash intensity is reduced to 1/16th power.
Viewpoint - July 2017 - Issue No: 130
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The formula to calculate the Inverse Square of Light output is “1 over Distance Squared”, e.g. the flash light fall off at
2 metres is 1/22 = 1/4 light intensity. This is important information when composing subjects and deciding the correct
aperture required for different distances.

This chart shows the flash light intensity drop-off between 1 to 10 metres. The initial drop off between 2-5 metres is
high then it reduces and at 10 metres there is no flash light visible. When calculating the exposure the Aperture,
Shutter Speed and ISO ratings all need to be considered.

The below chart shows how Aperture settings would have to be changed as the distance from the light source is increased. An object at 1 metre would be correctly exposed at F22, if the object is placed at 6 metres you would need
the aperture at F3.5 for a correct exposure.
Viewpoint - July 2017 - Issue No: 130
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NOTE: Whilst f22 is shown as the correct exposure at 1 metre, the exposure on your camera may have to be adjusted depending on the Guide Number rating of your flash unit.

How to Exposure for the Background
In this example at 1 metre the model would be correctly exposed, however the background at 6 metres would be under exposed by 5.5 stops which would be great if you want the background to be dark, but not so good if you want to
include the background.

If you wish to include the background correctly exposed then move the model closer to the background say to 5.5
metres and use an aperture of F4.5. This would ensure both foreground and background would be correctly exposed, however the depth of field would be significantly less than using f22.
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How to Exposure for Large Groups of People
It can be difficult taking flash photos of large groups of people as they could be standing 3-4 rows deep and the exposure would differ from the front person to the back person by 3 f-stops. In this example the front person at 1 metre
is correctly exposed at f22, but the person at 2 metres is under exposed at F11.

To correct this problem, move the group back to 8 metres and shoot with an aperture of F2.8 and they should all be
all evenly exposed and at this distance the depth of field at F2.8 using an 80 mm lens would be around 1 metre.
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Defining Light
Ambient light means the light that is already present in a scene before adding any additional light. Ambient light
usually refers to natural light either outdoors or coming through windows etc. It can also mean artificial lights such as
normal room lights.
Ambient light sources vary in type and light colour, they can be:
•

NATURAL - Sunlight or Moonlight; or

•

ARTIFICIAL - Fluorescent, Incandescent, Tungsten, Halogen

Flash light is a white light from the xenon flash tube, it is usually an instantaneous pulse that can be controlled in
direction and intensity and softened with light modifiers such as light boxes.
The challenge with photography can be balancing 3 possible light sources (natural, artificial and flash) to get the
shot with the best lighting.

Using Flash Light
Before starting a Flash shoot, you need to consider the technical and creative aspects and decide on your direction,
for example; are you using flash for fill-in lighting; side lighting; or rim lighting, or are you using the flash to freeze
action or to capture multiple high speed action shots. Each of these scenarios could require different camera or flash
settings such as;
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The following sections are a brief explanation of the basic setup for your camera and flash when taking
flash photographs. These instructions are mainly for on -camera flashes – not for the camera’s built-in
pop-up flash. The instructions get down to the basics as it is essential to understand how the camera
and flash work together and the differences between normal photography and flash photography, and of
course understanding how you can manipulate the equipment to get those great flash shots every time.

White Balance
There are probably 6-7 White Balance settings in your camera, most people select AUTO which works fine most of
the time, however, if the only light source you have is Flash, then the recommendation is to set the camera’s White
Balance to FLASH.

If you have multiple different light sources such as Flash and Tungsten lighting then:

A face could be lit by 2 different light sources such as flash light
and tungsten room lights.

This results in different colours on each side of the face as flash
is white light and tungsten is yellow light.
To correct this problem, put a coloured gel over the flash head
and set the camera‘s White Balance to Tungsten.
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ISO Setting
Most of the time AUTO ISO will work, but for consistent flash photographs it is recommended to set the ISO at 400800 as a starting point. Then as more exposure is required one of the tools is to use ISO or the Flash output power
(will discuss this later) instead of changing the shutter speed or the aperture.

Camera Mode Settings
Today, most digital cameras have various types of camera modes that can be used in different situations.
While most point and shoot cameras concentrate on automatic modes for simplicity, more advanced
cameras feature modes that allow both automatic and manual exposure control.
Below is a table of Camera Modes, the AUTO mode activates and controls the camera and the flash TTL mode
which is OK for taking party snaps or your children. For serious photography MANUAL mode is best as it provides
full control of the camera and flash settings.

SETTINGS CONTROLLED BY
Mode

Aperture

Shutter

ISO

WB

TTL

Comments

AUTO

Camera sets

Camera sets

Camera sets

Camera sets

Camera sets

Great for parties

PROGRAM

Camera sets

Camera sets

You set

You set

You set

SHUTTER

Camera sets

You set

You set

You set

You set

APERTURE

You set

Camera sets

You set

You set

You set

Not recommended

MANUAL

You set

You set

You set

You set

You set

Best control

APERTURE mode is not recommended as it changes the shutter speed which may not be desirable for some types
of photography such as high speed action shots.

Flash Mode Settings
TTL mode: This is Thru The Lens metering, the flash pre-fires a pulse of light that it then uses to determine the correct flash exposure:
•

TTL is the ‘easiest’ but not always the best method to use as the exposure changes depending on
the lightness/darkness of the subject such as a bride/groom in white and black;

•

TTL works in Aperture Priority or Manual mode;

•

TTL is not repeatable or consistent due to the changing exposure;

•

TTL is great for parties and family snaps but not ideal for studio photography.
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MANUAL mode: The flash output level is set manually by you and you also control the flash zoom level. There is no
camera or flash monitoring of the exposure levels, this is all controlled by you.
The recommendation is to have the camera and flash in MANUAL mode for consistent, controllable exposures.

Flash Zoom
With the camera set to AUTO mode with TTL flash, as you zoom your telephoto lens the flash head will
also zoom to match the lens. This will change the flash from being wide angle to being a more directional light source such as a torch. This is done to concentrate the light at the point of the subject.
For most flash types it is possible to manually zoom the flash from 14mm to a maximum 200mm.
•

In AUTO/TTL mode the flash head zooms to match the lens ’ zoom level

•

In MANUAL mode the flash head can be manually zoomed

•

Zooming the flash head will either spread or concentrate the light

The following 14 images were taken with identical camera/flash settings of: - distance 2.4m, 50mm
lens, shutter 1/100, aperture f5.6, ISO 400, AWB, flash power 1/64
The only change in the following images was manually zooming the flash head from 17mm – 200mm
At 17mm the flash is at the maximum wide angle with the light being spread out resulting in an under
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exposure. As the flash is zoomed more the images become brighter with every zoom change. At 50mm
flash zoom the image is probably correctly exposure as it matches the 50mm lens. As the flash head is
zoomed further the light becomes more concentrated on the subject. By the 200mm zoom the image is
over exposed in the centre with darker areas on the bottom.
•

If you are having exposure problems, check that the flash zoom level is correctly set for the type
of shot you are taking.

•

Here are 2 creative uses of the flash zoom feature. In the next images the photographers used a
wide angle lens and set the flash head to the maximum zoom to give a spotlight effect.

How the Shutter Works
This is an explanation of the construction and operation of the shutter in Digital Single Lens Reflex
cameras. All DSLR cameras have 2 curtains (or shutters) which are called either Shutter 1 and 2, or
Curtains 1 or 2, or sometimes called Front and Rear curtains. We will explain how they work as a lead in to other flash fundamentals. (see over)
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Flash Synchronisation
Flash synchronisation is referred to as the fastest shutter speed at which your camera and the flash
can properly function. In other words, getting the timing right so that the flash fires during the period
the shutters are open. For most cameras the SYNCH shutter speed is a maximum of 1/200th second.
Some cameras have a SYNC shutter speed of 1/250th second.
Some cameras have the ability to use HIGH SPEED SYNCHRONISATION which means you can take
photos with a shutter speed up to 1/8000 th second. Under HSS the curtains move together to form a slit
opening for the light to pass onto the sensor. The faster the shutter speed the smaller the slit.
The following diagrams shows:
•

For shutter speeds up to 1/200 th sec, that the flash fires when curtain 1 is fully open;

•

That for shutter speeds faster than 1/200 th sec up to 1/8000 th sec, the flash fires rapidly to cover

the slit opening as the curtains move together to expose the image.
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Incorrect Synchronisation
Flash photos taken where the shutter speed is higher than the camera ’s flash synch speed will have a
black bar across the image. The faster the shutter speed, the larger the black bar will be on the image.
To avoid this either set the shutter speed to the camera ’s flash sync speed (usually 1/200 th sec) or set
your camera for high speed sync (HSS) if this is a feature of your camera. The following images show
firstly a correctly exposed sync speed image, then 2 images with a shutter speed greater than the camera’s sync speed.

Front or Rear Curtains
Cameras have the ability to fire the flash at the START of the exposure (FRONT curtain), or at the END
of the exposure (REAR curtain), the camera ’s default setting is FRONT curtain. Under most situations
where you use fast shutter speeds it doesn ’t matter if you use FRONT or REAR curtain synch. At slower shutter speeds say ½ sec or longer, there is a distinct difference depending if you used FRONT or
REAR curtain flash exposure.
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How to Setup for High Speed Synchronisation (HSS)
Some cameras can use flash at shutter
speeds higher than the camera synch
speed.
As an example, to set up a Nikon camera for HSS you must select a shutter
speed with “Auto FP” as shown in the
menu on the far right.

The second step is to setup the Nikon flash mode
for either TTL FP mode, or M FP mode.

When to use HSS
HSS is very popular with outdoor portrait and wedding photographers as the high speed shutter darkens the background and allows the photographer to select a wide open aperture to create a shallow depth of field for the background.
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Example 1
This scene was photographed in bright sunlight in a parking area with distracting background.

(left) For this shot, camera settings were;
manual flash at 1/64 power, aperture F2.0,
shutter 1/2000, ISO 50.

(right) The result,
Beautiful image where the background has

been dark and blurred without distractions.

Example 2
HSS can be used to capture a series of action shots where the flash is used to freeze the action.
The camera was set to take 6 images per second, shutter 1/2000 th sec, aperture F1.8, ISO 3200, auto WB, flash
power 1/64, manual focus, 50mm lens.
The high speed shutter and low flash power allowed the photographer to take a series of flash photos without the
flash having to recharge, the photographer could then select the best action image.
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Flash SHUTTER / APERTURE Rules
Here are a few rules to consider for flash photography

SHUTTER SPEED

APERTURE SETTING

Controls MOTION FREEZE
•
Slow shutter - blurred result
•
Fast shutter - freezes action

Controls DEPTH OF FIELD
•
Small aperture (f22) more DOF
•
Large aperture (f2.8) less DOF

Controls AMBIENT LIGHT EXPOSURE
•
Slow shutter - brightens the background
•
Fast shutter - dims the background

Controls FLASH EXPOSURE
•
Small aperture (f22) - dims the foreground
•
Large aperture (f2.8) - brightens foreground
•
Aperture can be affected by ambient exposure

FASTER SYNCH SPEEDS LET US SHOOT
•
•
•
•
•
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which requires less flash power
which lets our flash recycle faster
which lets us shoot more frames per second
which lets us free high speed sports action shots
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Fast Shutter Speed
The flash lights up the foreground which in the below example stays at a constant exposure. The background exposure is determined by the shutter speed, the slower the shutter the lighter the background will become as shown in
these series of images.
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Flash Output vs Time Simulation
With a subject at a distance of 2m and constant aperture of F5.6, ISO 200 and flash power of ¼, this is what can
happen with different shutter speeds for the same shot.
Firstly the flash exposure on Bob would stay constant, it may be slightly affected by the ambient light.
If you had a shutter of 1/200th sec the background would be dark, at 1/15th it would be correctly exposed, at 1 sec it
would be over exposed.

Camera Setup - Summary so far
SETTING THE CAMERA STARTING POINT FOR FLASH PHOTOGRAPHY
These are starting point recommendations for using your camera with a flash unit, they allow some leeway for adjusting ISO, aperture or shutter speed to increase the exposure value. You can also adjust the Exposure and Flash
Compensation values as a last resort if extra exposure is needed.
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•

White Balance Setting

FLASH if flash is the only light source else AUTO

•

ISO Setting

Start with ISO 400-800 for indoors

•

Metering mode

Matrix (Nikon) / Evaluative (Canon)

•

Exposure mode

Manual mode for consistency, Auto mode for snapshots photos

•

Flash Curtain Mode

Rear Curtain as the default

•

Shutter Setting

Start with fastest sync 1/200 or 1/250, lower for more background

•

Aperture Setting

Start with f5.6

•

Model Distance

1-2 metres from light source

•

Background Distance

4-5 metres behind model if a dark background is required

•

Lens size

18-100mm

SETTING THE FLASH STARTING POINT FOR FLASH PHOTOGRAPHY
•

Flash mode

MANUAL for serious work, TTL for snapshot capture

•

ZOOM setting

AUTO zoom, for special lighting effects use Manual zoom

•

Flash Power

Start at 1/32 power and adjust up/down as required

ON/OFF-Camera Flash Considerations
ON-CAMERA FLASH

OFF-CAMERA FLASH

Flash units mounted on the camera’s hot-shoe are called on-camera
flash not to be confused with pop-up flashes which are in-built in the
camera.

Off-camera flash give a much softer light, the light source can be
positioned and controlled independently of the camera position.

On-camera flash units give a harsh light that flattens the features,
give a shiny forehead with a red-eye effect.

The light can be bounced off ceilings or walls or modified with a
diffuser, umbrella, soft box or snoot.

On-camera flashes can be diffused or the head swiveled to bounce
light off the ceilings or walls to give a softer light.

Multiple off-camera units can be used remotely and can be triggered by the camera’s pop-up flash or other trigger devices.

Flash Trigger Methods
Remote triggers allow you to fire the flash when they ’re not mounted on your camera and are essential
when using off-camera flash. The cheapest and easiest way to fire your off -camera flash is to use the
pop-up flash as a trigger. When you press the shutter button the pop -up flash fires, it will in turn fire the
off-camera flash provided you have set it up in the cameras menu system and the flashes are within
line of sight. There is a distance limit the off -camera flash can be from the camera.
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The next cheapest and most reliable way to fire your flash off -camera is using a sync cord or a TTL cable - basically you connect the flash to your camera via a long cable. The drawbacks of using a cable
are that it reduces the distance you can be away from your flash, and can create a tripping hazard.

The next cheapest option is infrared triggers. They do the job of setting your flash off remotely, but
they’re sensitive to bright sunlight and external factors such as alert lights on emergency vehicles and
forklifts, etc., so they can go off without warning.
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The next option is to buy a cheap wireless flash triggers for around $30 whilst the name brand triggers
often cost at least $150. If you buy a set you get 1 transmitter for the top of your camera and 2 receivers for your off-camera flash units. The cheaper units may not have high speed sync capabilities, it may
be IR transmission instead of Wi-fi and may not be very reliable.
A good brand will allow you to control from the transmitter the mode and flash output power of the remote flash units.

If you do not have a pop-up flash but you have 2 off-camera flash units it is possible to put one flash on
the camera and use a small $15 device called a flash cube to trigger the 2 nd flash unit optically if it is in
line-of-sight.

Light Modifiers
Generally, light from flash units are very direct, harsh and unflattering. The larger a light source is and
the closer it is to the model or object the softer the light becomes as it wraps around the model. Light
modifiers soften light by diffusing it and spreading it over a large surface. They are used anywhere you
want to reduce shadows and make things look smoother or for key lights in people ’s eyes.
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LIGHT MODIFIERS
Diffusers on flash

IMAGE

EFFECT

RESULT

Diffusers spread the light. These images are taken without and
with a diffuser showing how a diffuser softens and spreads the
light for a more flattering light

Soft boxes

Softens the light. This image was taken with 2 on-camera units
in soft boxes on each side of the model. This is Clam lighting
effect which is great for beauty shots as the light is flat and even

Reflectors

Provides fill light and most often used to bounce light into the
models face as in the image on the right. Different coloured reflectors such as the gold or silver reflectors can warm or cool an
image

Umbrellas

Umbrellas soften and spread the light and can be used to
bounce the light off the umbrella or to shoot thru the umbrella as
a diffuser

Barn doors

Barn doors basically direct the light to allow you to control the
spill of the flash in four different directions The shape of the
doors tends to make the light beam straight or rectangular as in
the example image.

Snoots

Concentrate the light and are used as directional lights to highlight an object, or as background lighting such as the models
hair for a rim effect

Gels

Gels colour or colour correct the light. In this image a flash with
diffuser was use to highlight the face, another flash with a red
gel was bounced off the wall for a soft reddish background

There is so much to learn about using your camera and flash equipment and many different lighting techniques you could use. We hope through our explanations we have shown you a few tips and tricks and
motivated you to experiment with your photography to get those beautiful images with great lighting.

Good Luck - Les Harvey & Bob Cook
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This was originally an interview with Les Harvey to find out the challenges and learnings from the powder photo shoot project and to deconstruct one of his images. Les and Mary worked together on the shoot (twice since it was such good fun and
because they learnt a lot). Les also gave some insight into how he worked some of his images.
During the interview it became evident that this was a collaboration between two teams; Les Harvey and Mary Elias worked
as one team and Tanya Heather and Murray Austin worked as a second team.
As there was such a high degree of teamwork and involvement from both groups I have asked for comments and images
from Mary, Tanya and Murray as an addendum to the original interview with Les.

The first Challenge – FLASH UNITS AND EXPOSURE
1

What were the challenges with the flash units?

The biggest challenge was knowing how to set up and trigger multiple flash units at the one time. We positioned one flash behind the model on the left and another on the right. The third flash was on a tripod on the camera in front of the model. During the shoot one of the
flash units completely failed which upset the planned lighting scheme so the power on the other units had to be adjusted to compensate
for the loss of light.

2

Was flash synchronisation the issue?

No, getting the flash units to talk to each other was more of an issue since I had two different flash types (Nikon and Yongnuo). Even within
the one brand of flash the different models have different menus and settings so it can be difficult to work with them. Overall a lot of time
was wasted on the first shoot getting the flashes to communicate (even though I’d practiced this at home).

3 This month you did a lecture with Bob Cook for the Photography Club on Flash. There was a section discussed on flash
power where if you had your flash was set at 1/128’s then you would have a constant flash. Is that what you did?
For the first shoot the camera was setup for high speed synchronisation which meant I could shoot 6 or 9 images a second to capture the
entire action of throwing the flour.
The flash was set at 1/32 power, during the shoot I noticed the series of images would gradually get darker. At the time I couldn’t work out
what the problem was, it was only afterwards I realised the flash power was set too high so every 2 images the power was insufficient for
the exposures as the flash didn’t have time to fully recharge. Yes, in the second shoot I set the flash to 1/128 power which gave a constant
discharge without having to recharge. The next issue was the camera’s rapid burst mode was limited to 9 frames per second before the
buffer would fill up, fortunately I usually got the shot within the first 3 frames, but it is something to think about for next time, maybe a
faster SD card would solve the problem.
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4

So, in the first shoot you used the flash normally and in the second shoot you learned about high speed synchronisation?

In both shoots I used high speed synchronisation and the shots were taken at 1/4000’s shutter speed, in the first shoot at 1/32nd the flash
power was too high. That was a problem as it wasn’t recharging fast enough for what we were doing and therefore creating different exposures. I just had to pick the best out of the images.

(Series 1 above) - Images showing the varied exposure of the first shoot
Before the second shoot a few weeks later I researched the problem and realised the flash power should have been set lower to 1/128th
power consequentially in the second shoot all the shots were correctly exposed without the exposure falling off.

5

So, that is because your flash power was lower and all the flashes were talking to each other?

Yes, that right. I was still shooting 6 or 9 frames a second but the flash didn’t need to recharge within that time as at 1/128th power it was
using such a small amount of power that I could continue to shoot the images.
That was the first challenge which we overcame for the second shoot.

ISeries 2 above) - Images showing the constant exposure of the second shoot

6

Does it take more than one session to get the images you want ?

Yes, I would recommend more than one shoot. There was a lot of trial and error in the first shoot as we didn’t know what to expect with
the flour being thrown around, what exposures we should use, how the model would pose and react – it was a great learning experience
which we didn’t have to do for the second shoot.
In the first session, we also had another challenge in that, while Mary and I both had Nikon cameras, when it was time for Mary’s shoot
we had trouble once again getting the flashes talking to the camera and each other. Even though the flashes were the same brand we
couldn’t get them to talk to each other. We decided to use radio triggers instead of optical communications which solved the issues, we
even managed to use them in high speed synch mode as well.
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Our second shoot was a far better as both Mary and I knew what to expect. We didn’t have to waste time with all the extra photos at the
beginning of the shoot to test exposure and flash and distance, we just got straight down to business.

(Image 3) - Constant exposure final image
Knowing what the correct camera and flash settings were from the previous shoot meant we could concentrate of the model and posing
rather than on exposure issues. My camera was set at f1.8 an ISO of 3200. Normally you would get a lot of noise in the dark areas of the
image with such a high ISO, this didn’t worry me as I intended to darken the background anyway. The tripod was at a height of about
70cm so I could get down low and shoot less of the floor.
I had full control on both the camera and flash as I used manual settings for both so that the exposure remained constant. I didn’t use the
Auto or TTL functions on the flash as the exposure would keep changing as in the first shoot. The flash zoom stayed at 50mm to match
the lens I was using.
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7

Did you use a softbox?

I tried to set up a flash and soft box behind and another in front of the model but I found the soft boxes interrupted the optical line of
sight communications.
I had the option of setting up the radio triggers or discarding the soft box. Because of time limitations I shot without the soft boxes with
optical communications. I just kept my fingers crossed the direct flash would not be too harsh on the models face.
I did buy another set of flash units before the second shoot but they didn’t arrive in time.

8

How many people were involved in your shoot?

There were three people in the shoot that I was in, Mary, Tanya and myself. While Tanya didn’t take photos she was assisting us with the
flour throwing during the shoot. This was Tanya’s’ studio and she and Murray were a second team from the portrait SIG also doing the
powder shoot on a different day.

The Second Challenge – WORKING WITH FLOUR
9

Is it just ordinary flour or talc or chalk?

Yes, it is just normal cooking flour. I didn’t know how much to buy so my wife brought 12 kg of flour. I didn’t end up using any of it because there was so much flour on the floor from Tanya’s first shoot we found we could sweep it up and put it back in bucket and use it
again
At first, we used a sieve to disperse the flour but found that there was almost nothing coming out of it. We gave the flour to the model to
throw and then found we had to move the cameras back because the model was throwing it out of the range of the image. In other compositions, there was at least one assistant, possibly two, who were also throwing the flour.

When we moved further back from the model we changed from portrait mode to landscape mode which was much better for the types
of wide shots we were taking.
I used a 50mm prime lens with manual focus, the model had to stand in the same starting position each time for the initial focus. With
high speed synchronisation you cannot wait for the camera to refocus 6 times per second as you would miss the shot. Needless to say
sometimes I forgot to refocus. I elected not to use a wide angle lens because it would capture too much of the studio sides, as a consequence I had to stand outside the studio door to be the correct distance for the shot.
The shots got better as the model was now used to throwing the right amount of flour herself rather than us dropping it on the model
through a sieve. When needed we would sweep the flour up and start again.

10 Did you find the flour was affecting your equipment?
I spent about an hour and a half to two hours cleaning all my gear, including camera, lenses, and flashes after each session. Even my camera bag was covered in flour which in hindsight I should have left outside.
Also for some of the images I had to lay down on the floor so that I could be the same level as the model. I therefore got flour on my
clothes and hands and unwittingly transferred it onto the camera equipment.
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11 It sounds like a very messy shoot.
Yes, but it wasn’t like nearly as bad during the second shoot because I moved back from the action a little bit, I put my camera bag further
away and I didn’t get on the floor, and most of the flour was contained within an area. Also we knew what we were getting into so I wore
old clothes, I put sheets in the boot and across the car seats so I was prepared for the worst but it wasn’t that bad.

12 With this type of shoot would you find that you would need a professional model, whether it be a model or dancer rather than a novice?
In this type of shoot it would be better to have one that has a background in dance and is not afraid to get dirty or dusty.
Our model was Sarah Elias who is Mary’s relative, whilst she is not a model by trade she was an ex ballerina, so she knew how to pose and
how to hold the pose.
We had a portfolio of poses we wanted Sarah to do. Most of our shots were stills with the model staying in the same position. Sarah was
great as she would also initiate some of the poses and she didn’t require much direction at all. She also knew she would get dusty and was
prepared for it.
Tanya’s group also had a dancer who was very athletic and toned and very particular about her shots. For their second shoot, they had a
different model but again with a dance background.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS
13 What other requirements do you need e.g. dark setting against the white flour?
Yes, you need a very dark (matte) background.
1)

Studio requirement; black floors, black background, black plastic – beware because the black plastic gets slippery.

2)

Team requirement; is a minimum of two. Even if there was only one photographer you need an assistant to throw the flour.

3)

Time requirement; we took half a day for each shoot. To save time, we arrived at the studio before the model so that we set up the
tripods, stands, cameras and flashes so that when she comes to the studio you have your hour with her. That way we could make sure
everything was ready for her beforehand and we could get straight into the shoot.

4)

Clean up; We didn’t do the clean-up of the studio because it was reused by Tanya during their second shoot and they cleaned it afterwards. However, the camera and lenses all had to get cleaned up. The camera bag need thorough brushing and vacuuming.

14 What was the biggest challenge?
The main challenge was the flash, knowing how to get the same constant exposure.
I do not have studio lights so I had to use flash using my on-camera flash and one off-camera flash. That was the biggest challenge. You can
see that by the difference in the two shoots.
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DECONSTRUCTING THE UMBRELLA SHOOT - Behind the Scenes We decided we wanted to use an umbrella as a prop in the shoot
I had a black umbrella for the shoot but it just didn’t work out as there was no contrast of it against the black background.
Fortunately, Mary had brought a beautiful red umbrella so we decided to try that. The umbrella was perfect but there was just not enough
flour in the image despite both Mary and Tanya throwing it.

(Image 4) - Mary and Tanya throwing flour over the
model

Finally I asked Mary and Tanya to throw flour without
the model. I asked them to stand on opposite sides of
the image frame and throw the flour and I would take
some shots.

They did it several times before I found the shot I liked.

(Image 5) - Mary and Tanya throwing
flour without model and much better
distribution of flour.
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I then used Photoshop and combined the flour edge shot and the model with umbrella to create the final image
I tweaked the models’ make-up using Portrait Pro, blackened the background and changed the skirt color to compliment the umbrella and
finally I flipped the direction of the image.

(Image 6) - Skirt colour change

(Image 7) - Final flipped image

THE HAIR SHOOT
15 That is a stunning image (final hair shoot), can you tell me something about it?
Yes, we did it twice because both Mary and I wanted that shot.
The issue was that you couldn’t have two photographers taking the same shot as the other persons’ flash could go off in the middle of your
shot and destroy your image. Apart from the fact, you were busy throwing flour when you’re not shooting.
As we both wanted this image, Mary did the first shoot and then we changed the flash units to communicate with my camera and I completed my shoot.
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16 Obviously, she has her head down in the flour, did you have to put flour into her hair as well?
Yes, initially we did a practise run without the flour but we found her hair was out of the shot when she flipped her head up so we had to
move the cameras back to fully capture the model.

(Image 8) - Preparation for hair flick
When we were happy with the composition we poured additional flour into her hair. We both captured some great shots.

(Image 9) - Hair shoot final
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Some other shots...
We also played around with other compositions. This is an example of my take on the movie “Matrix”.
In this instance Tanya threw the flour across the room and I played around in Photoshop to end up with these results.
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(Images on both pages) - Various compositions by Les Harvey

Article and images by Les Harvey
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I think everyone has covered the technical side of this shoot, but I would like to comment on the fun side, but firstly:

This shoot would not have been possible without:
1)

Being a member of the Portrait SIG.

2)

Tanya’s suggestion for this shoot, and her generosity in making her studio available. The studio was left set up and added to over a
period of weeks, so was quite a time commitment.

3)

Les, Murray and Tanya’s research and technical skills regarding the lighting set up. It was certainly way beyond me to work out, I was
however able to help set up, and organise a model - more about that later.

4)

All the amazing models. - Les has covered this in his comments.

Sourcing models was rather difficult. The fact that we wanted someone with dance/ gymnastic experience made it even harder .We had a
few stops and starts, other commitments coming up for the models, finding dates that we could make work for us. It was quite logistically
difficult, with lots of emails and SMS messages amongst the group, and a morning session at the Ugly Mugg at Richmond.
Setting up on studio was also quite time consuming, and would have been more difficult without a group collaboration. It also helped with
sharing the costs.
Tanya, Murray, Les and I all had ideas of what we wanted to shoot, and in some instances there were double ups. Les and I had a couple of
similar set ups, which worked out well.
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We had buckets of flour, which we threw with grand abandon. We tried throwing it at, and past our model, over our model. We climbed
up on ladders and used huge sieves and fistfuls of flour. Our models threw and released flour.

In Les’s case, he lay down in it. I think everyone was covered from head to foot in flour at some stage.

This was the most interactive shoot
I have been involved in,
and I had an amazing time.
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I found it interesting that each group handled their lighting in different ways.
Murray and Tanya worked on one slower shot per pose, Les and I worked on four to five rapid shots per pose. Both worked, after trial
and error.
I must say that being in the Portrait SIG has encouraged me to do more photo shoots, and is improving my skills by osmosis. I am really
enjoying being more involved with members of the club. It pushes you to do more.

The hard yards have been done, Murray and Les have shared the technical data. Tanya has shared the set up details.

This powder shoot was challenging and amazingly good fun
and I would recommend that you give it a go.
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Article and images by Mary Elias
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For us the flour photo-shoot was a great learning experience and lots of fun.
Our journey started with google searches for inspirational photographs and "how to do" videos and article.
The photos that grabbed our attention the most were the ones around dancers and the use
flour to emphasise the sense of motion. We kept getting drawn back to the Fine Art style
works of French artist Ludovic Florent at http://www.ludovicflorent.com/ and Russians Vadim

Stein and Alexander Yakovlev. http://themirages.com/
Having decided what we were going to try and do, we had two tasks. First we had to get the
technical side of things sorted. How we would set up the studio, the lighting etc. Second
thing we needed a model that was a dancer and willing to get very dusty.
Tanya was prepared for her home studio to be the venue which is about 8m x 7m with a 3m
ceiling. We decided to line all the walls and floor with black builders plastic. While this
seemed like a good idea for clean up, we soon found out that it was a difficult material for
photography.
The plastic is very reflective and very slippery. It was hard to get it to sit smooth, and it kept

moving around. In the end we used black background paper taped horizontally across the
back wall (about 6 meters long and 2.7 m high). We left the black plastic behind that and on
the floor we used large sheets of 3 mm MDF (medium density fibreboard) painted in matt
black and taped together. This worked very well.
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For lighting we decided to use Speedlight ’s with modifiers. Speedlight’s were chosen to get a
very short flash duration, around 1/2000 of a second, and we thought they would cope better
with the dust than studio lights. We had to deal with both Canon and Nikon systems, and so
we each bought two Yongnuo speed lights, that are compatible as slaves for both systems. For our first
shoot we used our inbuilt optical control system and TTL, but for our subsequent shoots we used radio triggers and manually controlled the flash output.er doing some research we decided to use plain flour rather
than chalk or talcum powder.

(Model) - Ivory Leigh
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We set our studio lighting with two sidelights, high and behind the model, providing rim lighting and most
importantly backlighting for the flour. For our key light we used a large Octabox to the right of camera, at
45o to the model, and a rectangular softbox providing lower powered fill light to the left.
The camera/flash settings we used were ISO 160, flash synch speed of 1/250, and aperture of F8.

(Model) - CatFish
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The idea was that, the fast shutter speed would control any ambient light, ensuring our background was
black, the short flash duration would freeze the movement, while the smallish aperture would give us good
focus depth of field, and the low ISO would minimise noise and ensure high quality images. We also used
manual focus to ensure the camera would go off exactly when we pushed the trigger.
We recruited a dancer from the local pole studio, and spent a few hours shooting. Our plans were to capture
the pose, action and flour trails in a single shot. After some trial and error, we found that, 1, 2, 3, jump /
throw, then click, worked pretty well.
Our dancers were all extremely athletic and very keen to ensure that their bodies were captured in the correct technical poses and most artistic manner. It was a real collaboration.

We had lots of issues with lighting and found the speedlight’s difficult to control especially with optical communication. This was a slow process and in an hour you don't get many images when you’re trying to resolve such issues.
We ended up completing 3 separate shoots, we had 3 different models. We got better each time, but it is
technique that needs plenty of practice.
Our photos needed a fair bit of processing, mostly to clean up the background.
We did global adjustments in Lightroom, and then in Photoshop created a black background layer with a
mask that we could selectively blend in the areas we wanted to darken.
You can also paint black with a large soft brush and opacity of around 80% to get a similar effect. This
YouTube video is useful.
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What we learnt:


It is a messy shoot and takes lots of preparation.



You need a big space as a jumping dancer requires a lot of room.



A partially open space like a big shed would be better than a studio.



Static poses are easier, e.g. the model holds a pose and throws flour, or someone else throws flower.



Try to have a fair bit of separation of model and background to minimise contamination of the background.



The floor does not have to be black. In our best photos, the floor was completely covered in flour.



Keep the group small, just one or two photographers.



It is tiring for the model and they get flour up their nose, and can make them sneeze.



You need one or two assistants to throw flour, hold reflectors etc.



Plan your lighting for the end position as the dancers move a lot.



Keep flashes at low power to minimize flash duration and freeze the action.



With no modelling lights, it takes trial and error to get the lighting right



Use grids to control light spill.



Use soft boxes or strip boxes to light your model, with back/side lighting for the flour.



Plain flour works fine, but it is not pure white.



Use lots of flour, the more the better.

We would definitely do it again, and really want to perfect this technique.
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(Model) - Allana Bedford

Article and images by Murray Austin
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Image by Tanya Heather
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Image by Tanya Heather
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1st Annual

Audio Visual Competition
Announcing the first Castle Hill RSL Photography Club Audio Visual Competition
Members are invited to put their creative skills to work and produce an audio visual of their photographs.
There are three categories to choose from;

Documentary
Poetry & Song
Theme
Rules, guidelines, and entry form are available for download from the club website. Go to competitions to
obtain the forms. The process of entry is not from the club website, but via a transfer system direct to Alia
Naughton. Details are in the documentation. Only one entry per member is allowed.
The judges for the competition are Alia Naughton, Paul Waite, and William Stewart.
Entries close on the 31st August 2017, and judging will take place in October. All entries will be shown at the
Audio Visual Interest Group meeting on the 31st October 2017. One winner will be chosen from each category and highly commended will be given at the judges’ discretion. The winners will receive a small prize.

The three winners’ AVs will also be shown at the club’s workshop night on the 14th November 2017.
For further information, please contact Alia Naughton at alianaughton3@gmail.com

Happy AV making!
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Tuesday 11th July 2017 - Workshop Night
Nuran Zorlu - Product Photography and my travel experiences
Nuran is a multi-award winning commercial photographer from Sydney and is a Master of Photography from
the AIPP. In 2015 and 2016 he was awarded the coveted EPSON NSW AIPP Travel Photographer of the Year
for images which included some from recent trips abroad. He is a well-respected teacher of photography,
having taught at a number of prestigious institutions including the Art Gallery of NSW, Australian Centre for
Photography and TAFE Sydney. His photographs have been selected as a finalist in prestigious awards such as
‘Head On’ and SMH’s ‘Shoot the Chef’.

Learn how to perfectly capture the character of the food – leaving the viewer wanting for the culinary experience. The main focus of this workshop is choosing the right angles, elements of composition and how to enhance the photograph using lighting techniques. All images will be tethered to a large screen for discussion
and review.
After a short break, Nuran will show us the other side of his life; travel photography.

Learn more about Nuran Zorlu at http://nuranzorlu.com/about/
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Sunday 23rd July - Training Day

A full day's activities with hands-on tuition for you.
Specifically designed to get you hands-on experience in editing images using either

Photoshop - Photoshop Elements - Photoshop Lightroom
You will need to register for one of these programs, as you can only sit in for one on the day.
Photoshop and Photoshop Elements
During the day, will be in a small group of up to 4 students. Each group will have its own Mentor to guide you
through the program operation in a structured way.
All images used for the day are supplied. There are handouts to use during the day and a more detailed take
home handout for you to use when practising your new knowledge.
If you have a laptop computer with Photoshop or Photoshop Elements installed, bring it with you in case we
need it. Be advised that each group will only have one laptop running and each student in the group will use
that.
Photoshop Lightroom
During the day you will be guided through the features of the program in a group situation.
The day starts at 10:00 am (be there before this so we can start on time) and finishes around 4:00 pm.
Lunch is included in the course fee. Please advise when booking if you have any special dietary requirements
(we will try to accommodate this). Lunch will be sandwiches, tea/coffee/cold drinks.
Price: $20.00 - 10:00am - Sovereign & Gallery Rooms
Please note that this outing is for financial members only. - Book your place via the CHRSLPC Online Store link below:

Click here to Register for the Sunday 23rd July 2017 - Introduction to Editing Images
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Special Interest Groups
Monday 17th July 2017 - Landscape SIG meeting
Jason Pang
Landscape SIG Coordinator
Email: jason@jasonpangphotography.com
Time: 7.30pm
Venue: Gallery Room

Tuesday 18th July 2017 - Portraiture SIG meeting
Koen Van den Beld
Portrait SIG Coordinator
Email: vk2zha@gmail.com
Time: 7.30pm
Venue: Phoenix Room
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Upcoming in July - Social Outing
Wednesday 19th July 2017 - Balmain Harbour Walk
July's Week Day outing will be a walking tour of Balmain East to Birchgrove incorporating a pub lunch.

Balmain East to Birchgrove (with a pub lunch)
Date:

Wednesday 19th July 2017

Time:

The ferry departs at 10.35am for Balmain East.
Please be there earlier.

Meet:

Wharf 5 at Circular Quay

Distance:

Walk approx. 5 km.

Terrain:

Some hilly lanes and streets, steps on occasions.
The flattest section is after lunch from Mort St Wharf around Ballast Point to Birchgrove.
On either side of the main road that runs down the ridge of the Balmain Peninsula is a maze of
narrow streets lined with buildings from another era. Down at Mort Park is the service depot for
State Ferries. It was once dominated by a massive maritime industry, evidence of which we can
see today. Ballast Point used to be an oil refinery - so different today.

We look forward to your company as we wander the streets and parks of Balmain stopping at a local pub for
lunch.
Contacts:

Fred King - 0409 600 496
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Tuesday 27th July 2017- Competition Night
Digital Closes: 23rd July 2017
Judge: Nic Peters

The set subject for this month is “Your

Most Amazing Photo”

The set subject of this month is basically an open competition with an opportunity to show
the images you are most proud of, the images that have received the most views or received
the most likes.

It doesn't matter why you think your image stands out in your collection. There are no restrictions what the image is about or when the image was taken. The only restriction is that
the image may not have
been entered in a competition before in which it received a merit or credit.

You can think of that image
that you never thought you
could pull off, the complete

fluke or that accidental
snapshot that turned out to
be amazing or very unusual.
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The image can also be a
contrived image that shows
some exceptional creativity
and Photoshop skills.

The normal competition rule applies that all elements used in the image must be the author's
original work.
For a more detailed description refer to the pdf
here.
The judge for this competition will be Nic Peters.
We will start the evening with Open Subject projected images, followed Open Subject prints. After the break, we continue with the Set Subject
projected images followed by the Set Subject
prints.

Images titles and authors are unknown as sourced
www.reddit.com
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Castle Hill RSL Photography Club
Castle Hill RSL Photography Club
Atrium Castle Hill RSL
Level 6, 77 castle St
Castle Hill, NSW 2154

PO Box 25
Castle Hill NSW 1765

Viewpoint Contributions
Viewpoint depends on them!
If you have any articles that may be of interest to our members, please email them to:
editor@chrslphotographyclub.org
Articles could include:
Camera hints, Photoshop hints, Holiday photography and/or Local Photo-shoots,
awards, competitions, exhibitions, upcoming events, workshop and Lecture reports,
recommended Book reviews, reports etc.
Don’t be limited by this list. Anything that might interest photographers is acceptable.
Please send articles in Microsoft word or plain text format with photos attached as separate files. Submitted images should be a jpg file with a maximum size of 50 - 80kb.
In order to ensure your article is included in the next newsletter, please submit it by the
20th of the month.

President:

Lecture Organiser:

Training Coordinator:

Jason Pang

Rick Logan

Bob Cook

president@chrslphotographyclub.org

lecture@chrslphotographyclub.org

training@chrslphotographyclub.org

Vice President:

Competition Coordinator:

Membership Secretary:

Roger King

Peter O’Brien

Michael Schwarcz

vpresident@chrslphotographyclub.org

competition@chrslphotographyclub.org

membersec@chrslphotographyclub.org

Immediate Past President:

Social Coordinator:

Enquiries Officer:

Graham Gard

Tom Brassil

Mary Spence

pastpresident@chrslphotographyclub.org

social@chrslphotographyclub.org

enquiries@chrslphotographyclub.org

Treasurer:

Member Benefits Coordinator:

Mal Hobson

Paul Sweatman

Magazine Editor:

treasurer@chrslphotographyclub.org

benefits@chrslphotographyclub.org

Rosa Doric (Chief)

Secretary:

Publicity Coordinator:

Dennis Furini

Amelia Chen

Hazel Hogarth (Deputy)

secretary@chrslphotographyclub.org

publicity@chrslphotographyclub.org

editor@chrslphotographyclub.org

editor@chrslphotographyclub.org

DISCLAIMER: No responsibility is accepted by the Castle Hill RSL Photography Club (The Club) for the accuracy of any information contained in the text,
photographs or advertisements in any issues of Viewpoint. Information contained within does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Club, nor does it
infer endorsement by the club.
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